
The chosen brief:

Brief 2: Promotional design
A youth theatre club is performing a production of Abigail’s Party. Mike Leigh’s tale of
suburban taste is set in the 1970s and explores middle class aspirations and preoccupations.
You will need to acquaint yourself with the play if you don’t know it already, as they are
particularly keen for it to have a 70s feel. The play will be touring local theatres for a month,
performing every Friday night and Saturday matinee.
Produce a poster (A3 portrait), a flyer (A5 landscape, double -sided) and newspaper advert
(A6) to promote this event. In addition they would like their A5 programme cover to continue
the design theme.
For the purposes of this brief you need to invent dates, times, places, names and any other
information you think will be required. Use Lorun ipsum text for areas of body text.

Background to Abigail Party

Jump to search 

Abigail's Party

Abigail's Party UK DVD cover

Written by Mike Leigh

Characters Beverly Moss
Laurence Moss
Tony Cooper
Angela Cooper
Susan Lawson

Date premiered April 1977

Place premiered Hampstead Theatre
London

Original language English

Abigail's Party is a play for stage and television, devised and directed in 1977 by Mike Leigh. It is a suburban 
situation comedy of manners, and a satire on the aspirations and tastes of the new middle class that emerged 
in Britain in the 1970s. The play developed in lengthy improvisations during which Mike Leigh explored the 
characters with the actors, but did not always reveal the incidents that would occur during the play. The 
production opened in April 1977 at the Hampstead Theatre, and returned after its initial run in the summer of 
1977, for 104 performances in all. A recording was arranged at the BBC as a Play for Today, produced by 
Margaret Matheson for BBC Scotland and transmitted in November 1977. 

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abigail%27s_Party> 

Poster Images 

Mike Leighs thoughts

From time to time it has been suggested that Abigail’s Party is, or was, a “state of the nation” play. 
Maybe it could be called one; it’s not for me to say. Certainly, if I’d set out deliberately to create such a 
work in 1977, two years before Thatcher came to power, I’d have failed miserably. Instead the play 
came from my intuitive sense of the spirit and the flavour of the times, and from a growing personal fear 
of, and frustration with, the suburban existence.

In fact, all my plays and films have, at one level or another, dealt with the tension between conforming 
or being your true self, between following the rules or breaking them, and with the problem of having to 
behave the way you think you’re expected to.

Although Abigail’s Party was by no means my first work, it does perhaps earn the status of being the 
mother of all my studies of The Done Thing.

Abigail’s Party goes beyond being a comedy: it is a tragi-comedy. It is very much a play about “us”, 
not “them”. It is obviously sympathetic to all the characters, whatever their foibles, not least Beverly. 
And if it works, it does so precisely because the audience experiences them in a real, three-dimensional 
way. These are people we recognise and understand. The play is a lamentation, not a sneer.

From <https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2017/feb/24/mike-leigh-abigails-party-40> 
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Fashion

Quotes

Anyone for Demis Roussos

From <https://www.theguardian.com/media/2007/oct/14/television.bbc > 

Then
She wears: Flowing chiffon in violent hue with plunging neckline.
Then
He wears: Suit with big lapels, flared, three-button, high-waister trousers, shirt 
with big collar, tie with huge knot.

From <https://www.theguardian.com/media/2007/oct/14/television.bbc > 

THEN: Boast about your caravan.

NOW: Bang on about how much you love ‘glamping’ or staying in your camper -van at Glastonbury.

THEN: Plan a group holiday to Corfu.

NOW Plan a group holiday to Bali.

THEN: Discussion about TV drama Bouquet Of Barbed Wire, with themes of incest and sexual jealousy.

NOW: Talk about Game Of Thrones, with themes of incest and sexual jealousy.

THEN: Is David Owen up to the job of Foreign Secretary?

NOW: Is Boris Johnson up to the job of Foreign Secretary

From <https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article -4417052/Fourty-years-Abigail-s-Party-same.html> 

Beverly : Don't you find shopping boring, though, Ange? Oh, I do, I hate it. He takes me down in 
the car, and I get me wheelie, Tone, and I whiz in, I grab anything I can see, bung it in me wheelie, 
he writes me a cheque, we bung it in the car and we bring it home, and then it's done for the 
week, you know what I mean? 

From <https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075622/characters/nm0824102 > 

Beverly : Laurence, we're not here to hold conversations, we're here to enjoy ourselves. 

From <https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075622/characters/nm0824102 > 

Angela : Have you ever tried pilchard curry? 
Beverly : No. 

Angela : Oh, that's a very economical dish. 

From <https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075622/characters/nm0824102> 

"Laurence, Angela likes Demis 
Roussos. Tony likes Demis Roussos, I 
like Demis Roussos, and Sue would 
like to hear Demis Roussos: so please, 
d'you think we could have Demis 
Roussos on?"

From 
<https://www.remotegoat.com/uk/event/132
009/abigails-party-21/> 

00:10:29 Oh, yes. Sorry.•

00:10:31 - Who'd like some olives? - Not for me. Ange?•

00:10:35 - No, thanks. - Tony, do you like olives?•

00:10:38 - No, I don't. - Horrible, aren't they?•

00:10:40 - Told you nobody would like olives. - Not "nobody", Beverly•

From <http://www.subzin.com/quotes/M7502217b/Abigail%27s+Party/-+No%2C+thanks.
+-+Tony%2C+do+you+like+olives%3F> 

Abigail's Party is a house of mirrors in which 
reflected images have completely replaced 
the originals–Beverly, for example, being less 
a hostess than something much more 
unsettling: someone playing at being a 
hostess. In a sense, there is no Beverly. 
When we look for her we find only an actress 
playing a part, a ventriloquist's dummy 
mouthing someone else's words, an 
impersonation of a person. She has given up 
her identity, such as it is, to play a role, which 
she acts out not only in public but, more 
disturbingly, even in private. That is the 
importance of the opening minute or so in 
which she is alone on camera. We watch her 
"acting" even when no one else is present. 
She is not performing for an audience–her 
husband or her guests, but doing something 
much spookier: For herself. She is validating 
herself to herself.

From <http://people.bu.edu/rcarney/leigh/abigail.shtml> 
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Yellow was a popular color in the 1970s, as represented in this porch.

Elements of 1970s Retro Decorating Style

American novelist Tom Wolfe labeled the 1970s as “the Me Decade”. He based this on 

America’s newfound preoccupation with self-discovery and self-awareness.

Amidst an oil crisis and rising inflation, American interior design changed to reflect a new 

regard for nature and an awareness of environmental concerns.

Design also reflected an Asian cultural influence as people sought answers in their spiritualist 

teachings. The anti-establishment trend that got its start in the 1960s continued and was 

expressed in home décor through the use of innovative designs. The 1970s “Mod” look was 

impacted by these factors, in addition to the continuing inspiration of Space Age technologies 

and the availability of new materials. The result was the creation of many stylish and 

innovative design trends that are popular again today.

Colors

Trendy colors were bright green, turquoise, sunshine yellow, orange and brown. White was 

used everywhere – in furniture as well as for backgrounds to offset brighter colors. Strong uses of 

black and white were often accented with a bright color by use of pillows, accent chairs and other 

fixtures.

The post-modern palette of the 1960s and 1970s included many creams, yellows, oranges, 

greens and blues. In the ’70s, brighter colors were more common. (source: California Paints)

Some color combinations that were hugely popular were bright green and blue, black and 

white, yellow and white, pink and purple, yellow and orange, yellow and green and pink and 

green. Red, black and white were used together to create a color scheme with a huge impact.

Flowers were a big hit in bathrooms and bedrooms.

Fabrics and Wallpaper

Bedspreads were adorned with large, bright flowers or graphic patterns. Paisley and abstracts 

were common and chenille bedspreads were popular. Mushrooms, flowers and geometrics 

were popular themes and were always printed in bright or bold colors.

Furniture

Popular materials were Lucite, glass, vinyl, and leather, as well as metal, chrome and wood. 

Chrome and glass created a clean, space age look. Plastic became an acceptable material 

for furniture, and beanbag chairs became a trend for relaxed seating.

Furniture design ranged from stark, Scandinavian and Bauhaus to organic shaped plastics, 

vinyl and fabric chairs. Faux fur was used as a radical new material for upholstery. Wicker 

furniture and rattan peacock chairs were the rage when going for a more hippie, bohemian 

look.

Built-in desks, beds (including bunk beds) and seating were very common, as well as floor 

pillows for comfortable seating on the floor.

1970s modular dinette set

Kitchen dinette sets with plastic, metal and vinyl organically shaped high-back chairs on 

wheels, very often upholstered in bright neon vinyl, emerged. Rec rooms appeared in the 

basements of homes, and were usually equipped with a built-in bar.

Flooring

Fluffy shag and llama area rugs contrasted with the modern lines and materials used for 

furnishings. Linoleum and wood flooring were used throughout the home, and ceramic tile 

was common for bathroom floors. Indoor/outdoor carpeting became popular for rec rooms and 

sunrooms leading to outdoor areas.

Flooring appeared in all of the bright colors of the 1970s palette. that are listed above. A bright 

yellow linoleum floor would have been considered very fashionable, as well as hot pink or 

neon green wall-to-wall carpeting.

Décor Accessories

Lighting was innovative and new design solutions included the lava lamp, arc floor lamp in 

chrome and large, white globe lamps. Chrome and plastic were the most popular materials for 

lighting. In contrast, accessories made of macramé were also fashionable, such as hanging 

plant holders and wall hangings.

Potted trees and floor pillows became popular in the 1970s.

1970s wall décor was modern, with abstract paintings and sculptures being preferred. 

Paneling was used on the walls of family rooms and rec rooms. There were also unexpected 

outdoor materials used for interior walls, such as brick and cedar shingles.

Bold, foiled wallpapers adorned kitchens and bathrooms. A single large wall may have been 

covered with a wallpaper mural depicting a scene from nature done in natural colors, creating 

a contrasting backdrop to the modern furniture and accessories in the room.

New Technologies

Kitchens were larger and functioned more efficiently with abundant storage and state-of-the-
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Kitchens were larger and functioned more efficiently with abundant storage and state-of-the-

art appliances. The dishwasher was no longer considered a luxury.

Laminated kitchen cabinets and Formica countertops, as well as appliances and cookware, 

were typically in the very latest harvest gold or avocado colors.

Overall Look

The general look was bright, sunshiny and Mod. The Jetsons were on television and their 

influence was felt in 1970s home décor. The most modern homes looked more like space 

capsules. But even the more modest homes saw the 1970s influence with pops of bright color 

and plastic and vinyl furnishings.

From <https://blog.retroplanet.com/1970s-decorating-style/> 

Fonts

Handpicked 70s Fonts for 
Fresh & Bold Designs
By Laura Busche on Feb 10, 2020 in Inspiration Tweet This Share This 

The 1970's were an iconic period in design history — especially when it comes 

to typography. The groovy music and social zeitgeist inspired some of the most 

recognizable motifs and design trends. It comes as no surprise that the spirit of this 

lively era is making a resurgence in the world of graphic design: the warm, cheerful 

hues of the 70s and playful patterns are being applied in all kinds of visual projects. 

Inspired by that jivin' decade, we've curated some of the most outstanding fonts that 

can help you recreate that earthy look in your own compositions.

Recoleta

Recoleta is a font that is a true study in 70's type combining soft round shapes 

and sharp-angled strokes. It comes in multiple weights, and its refined style is 

perfect for everything from resumes or business cards to website templates or 

greeting cards.

Recoleta 
by Latinotype in Fonts

Save

CA Magic Hour

CA Magic Hour was inspired by the rise of the jet -setting lifestyle and the 

popularization of the Concorde jets that brought a dream of a cosmopolitan 

future. Its sleek lines and slanted look make this font feel as fast as the planes 

that inspired it.

CA Magic Hour 
by Cape Arcona Type Foundry in Fonts

Save

Frito Vandito

This font looks like it was peeled right off a surfer's van in 1973. Inspired by 

the nomadic living of the van culture, this wide and rounded font really catches 

the eye. Great for a title or display font, the thin lines and squared off loops 

give it the feel of a vintage racer.

Frito Vandito 
by Doug Penick in Fonts

Save

Cooper Black Swash

A new take on an old classic, Cooper Black was the most popular of its type 

family, and Cooper Black Swash is giving it a retro update. It combines the 

letterpress form with extended swashes to add an eye -catching touch on top 

of an already engaging font.

Cooper Black Swash 
by Wordshape in Fonts

Save

Mustardo

This font really cuts the mustard. Its curly fun script with clean ligatures and 

swashes is a throwback to retro branding and packaging. Its stylistic 

alternates add variety and visual interest to this distinctive headline font.

1. Fragile

This sleek typeface by Josh O. is best used for projects that require 
a little elegance without looking too formal. It’s ideal for logos, 
wedding invitations, editorials, headlines, and more.
Download Fragile

2. Mystery Quest Pro

Remember the Mystery machine? Re-live the days in this far-out 
funky font from Neapolitan Type. Get ready for danger at every 
curve!
Download Mystery Quest Pro

3. Gaytan Serif

Gaytan (which is Bulgarian for “braid”) is a fresh new take on archaic 
letterforms. Inspired by Old Church Slavonic Cyrillic, Bulgarian 
Ustav, and the Russian Vyaz stiles, this unique font by Karandash
will surely make every project look and feel avant-garde.
Download Gaytan Serif

4. Cornelius Screaming

Designed by Daniel Bak (Artcity), this wild, hand-drawn typography 
was inspired by the chief male ape character from the 1968 science 
fiction film “Planet of the Apes” (adapted from the novel of the same 
name, written by Pierre Boulle).
Download Cornelius Screaming

5. Pirata

Bold, beautiful, and simple – this is what comes to mind in this 70’s 
revival font from W Type Foundry. As they say: go big, or go home.
Download Pirata

6. Berkmire AOE
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alternates add variety and visual interest to this distinctive headline font.

Mustardo 
by StereoType in Fonts

Save

Rodger

Rounded sans-serifs were popular throughout the 60's and 70's as headline 

and display fonts, and they shine through in this modern take on the classic 

style. With five weights from slender lines to bubble letters, Rodger is a 

versatile type family that evokes spontaneity and optimism.

Rodger - A rounded font family 
by Central Type Company in Fonts

Save

Mystery Quest Pro

Mystery Quest Pro is an homage to everyone's favorite mystery -solving gang. 

It's swirling ligatures and expansive round ovals make it the life of the party. 

The package contains various stylistic alternates to add flair to your headings 

and branding work.

Superb

A hand drew font based on a real brush pen script reminiscent of hand -

painted signs from summers of the 60's and 70's — with a bit of a 1950's 

restaurant sign vibe. The wide letters add even more contrast.

Superb 
by Rsz Type Foundry in Fonts

Save

Seventies

As its name suggests, this font captures the most iconic stylistic traits of the 

era. The thick and curvy letters with an added texture remind us of those 

vintage screen-printed rock posters. The package comes with different layers 

to mix and match to get that perfect retro look.

Seventies (complete pack) 
by Sproviero-Type in Fonts

Save

Kehlin

The 70's weren't only a golden age for music and television, but for the 

advertising and print magazines. Kehlin is superbly crafted to capture the 

excitement and luxury of the booming economy. It's a winning combination of 

the decade's trademark wide loops paired with angled lines.

Kehlin - Vintage Casual Font 
by Konstantine Studio in Fonts

Save

Tuesnight

Straight from the screen and into your font library, Tuesnight is inspired by 

vintage movies and television. It's quirky shapes, swashes, and ligatures that 

interact and play with other characters evoke the excitement of the age 

gameshows and blockbusters.

Tuesnight 
by PintassilgoPrints in Fonts

Save

Saturday Night Font Family

Hit the disco with this dazzling retro font. This family works best together when 

layered with different colors to give a three -dimensional feeling. It comes with 

seven different interlocking fonts to layer styles.

We turn to the past to inspire future creations. That’s why vintage 
endures – like this bulky techno typeface by Astigmatic.
Download Berkmire AOE

07. Authority 1970s Public Font

Inspired by New York public fonts in the 70s, this typeface from 
RetroSupply Co. is testimony to how letter styles quietly impact our 
lives.
Download Authority

8. Superfruit Font

This super tasty and cute font by NimaVisual is just the thing you 
need to sweeten up any artwork. The best part? The pack includes 
five backgrounds in high-resolution PNG or EPS formats.
Download Superfruit

9. Lemonade Font

You don’t need a lemonade stand to re-create the magic of hot 
summers and endless laughter. Simply evoke the same feeling in 
this nostalgic typography created by himok.
Download Lemonade

10. Kara

Go crazy while you experiment with this versatile font from 
Mostardesign Type Foundry. It’s the ideal font family for cartoons, 
decorations, branding ideas, signage, prints, and even web design.
Download Kara

11. Mega Fresh Font
BLKBK brings you beautiful letters and numbers for all your creative 
needs. Created with freshness in mind, this one is a must-have in 
your design toolkit.
Download Mega Fresh Font

12. Striped Vintage Label Typeface

One of the most iconic markers of the 70s was their signage 
designs. Vozzy captures this vintage look in this special font type 
perfect for big projects like logos or posters.
Download Striped Vintage Label

13. CA Viva Las Vegas

The 70’s were huge for music icon, Elvis. This typography by Cape 
Arcona Type Foundry, re-lives those fun musical times with this 
lightbulb style with four weights to mix and match.
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Saturday Night Font Family 
by Aiyari in Fonts

Save

Summer 0f 76

Evocating the neon lights of a nostalgic summer night, this triple line all -caps 

font will shine amongst other headline texts. Bold and stylistic, this is a great 

choice for expressing a casual, laid-back brand story. This font is intense and 

will grab attention, so it's perfect for a poster or PowerPoint template.

Summer 0f 76 - Multi-Line Font 
by Darumo Shop in Fonts

Save

Neato Serif Font Family

Neato Serif is a hand-drawn font with unique character. Reminiscent of older 

schoolbook fonts, it adds the whimsy of childhood by using thin swirled 

extenders and ligatures that play with other letters in the set. They work great 

for a headline text, but can be removed for body text.

Neato Serif Font Family 
by Adam Ladd in Fonts

Save

Lovadelic + Extras

This psychedelic font is sure to take your audience on a trip back to the hippie 

ages of the 70's. Thick interlacing ligatures and swashes along with wide 

script encapsulate everything that made the retro style. It comes with a set of 

funky symbols and glyphs to add visual interest.

Lovadelic + Extras 
by Aiyari in Fonts

Save

These fonts are perfect for any period piece or retro aesthetic, but they are 

particularly representative of the 1970s. A fun font choice can go a long way 

to transport your audience to the nostalgic summers of this lively decade. 

Know of any other retro fonts that evoke a similar style? Let me know in the 

comments area below!

Products Seen In This Post:

Unpack Family 
by PintassilgoPrints in Fonts

Groovy - Retro Font 
by Hendra Pratama in Fonts

Mid-Century Print Pack | PSD Bundle 
by RetroSupply Co. in Add-Ons

From <https://creativemarket.com/blog/70s -fonts> 

lightbulb style with four weights to mix and match.

From <https://hipfonts.com/1970s-fonts/> 

Youth theatres

Overview

There are plenty of ways to get involved in National Youth Theatre. If you're aged between 
14-25, you can apply to join National Youth Theatre as a Company Member. Not quite 14 yet? 
Check our our Start Up courses

From <https://www.nyt.org.uk/how-get-involved> 

Membership Enquiry

Membership is open to all young people aged between 8 and 25 years 
old.
Members are divided into two age groups:
Juniors age 8-12 | Wednesdays 5.15 – 7.15pm / Sundays 11am – 1pm
Seniors age 13 – 25 | Sundays from 1pm
ForeFront Theatre Company age 18 – 25 | Sundays from 1pm
If you would like to join then please fill in the enquiry form below and we 
will get back to you about the next steps of the process.

From <http://www.centralyouththeatre.org/join-us/> 
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https://creativemarket.com/Aiyari/2444437-Saturday-Night-Font-Family
https://creativemarket.com/Aiyari
https://creativemarket.com/fonts
https://creativemarket.com/blog/70s-fonts#share
https://creativemarket.com/Darumo/2700198-Summer-0f-76-Multi-Line-Font
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https://creativemarket.com/fonts
https://creativemarket.com/blog/70s-fonts#share
https://creativemarket.com/Aiyari/1772484-Lovadelic-Extras
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https://creativemarket.com/fonts
https://creativemarket.com/blog/70s-fonts#share
https://creativemarket.com/PintassilgoPrints/69419-Unpack-Family
https://creativemarket.com/PintassilgoPrints
https://creativemarket.com/fonts
https://creativemarket.com/hptypework/2310805-Groovy-Retro-Font
https://creativemarket.com/hptypework
https://creativemarket.com/fonts
https://creativemarket.com/dustinlee/41078-Mid-Century-Print-Pack-PSD-Bundle
https://creativemarket.com/dustinlee
https://creativemarket.com/add-ons
https://creativemarket.com/blog/70s-fonts
https://hipfonts.com/1970s-fonts/
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http://www.centralyouththeatre.org/join-us/
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